The Only CRAfish in my brook ... a trilogy - sent to Bach’s favorite and most prolific student, Johann Ludwig Krebs.

JOHANN LUDWIG KREBS: Toccata and Fugue in a – Felix Friedrich (1739 Trost/Castle Chapel, Altenburg) Querstand 9712

KREBS: Herr Jesu Christ, meines Lebens Licht – Norbert Kaschel, oboe; Felix Friedrich (Castle Chapel, Altenburg) Querstand 9903

KREBS: Preludes No. 3 in C; Herzlich lieb hab ich dich, o Herr – Imtraud Krüger (Castle Chapel, Altenburg) MD&G 331.0384

KREBS: Herzlich lieb hab ich dich, o Herr – Gerhard Weinberger (1750 Gabler/Weingarten Abbey, Germany) Christophorus 74567

KREBS: Fantasia in C; Wacht auf, ruft uns die Stimme – Laurence Dean, flute; Ute Hartwich, trumpet; Franz Ranl (Weingarten Abbey) MD&G 614.0497

KREBS: Preludes & Fugue in C – Gerhard Gann (Weingarten Abbey) Naxos 8.553924

KREBS: Concerto for Two Keyboards (1st movement) – Imtraut Friedrich, harpsichord; Felix Friedrich (1753 Silbermann/Frankenstein Parish Church, Germany) Querstand 0017

KREBS: Was Gott tut, das ist wohlgetan, fr Klavierübung –Concert Royal of London; Dominique Ferran (1746 J-A Silbermann/Prory Church, Saint-Quirin, France) KE17 002

KREBS: 2 Preludes in F; Fugue in F– Felix Friedrich (Altenburg Castle Chapel) Ars Vivendi 2100179

KREBS: Wir glauben all an einen Gott; Fugue on B-A-C-H – Felix Friedrich (1733 Hildebrandt/Castle Chapel, Altenburg) Ars Vivendi 2100179

KREBS: Toccata and Fugue – Felix Friedrich (1739 Trost/Castle Chapel, Altenburg) Ars Vivendi 2100179
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